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General

Abbreviations need to be explained prior to first use:

GOOD: “A light emitting diode (LED) was used to provide light for the series circuit. The LED was 
placed in forward bias...”

BAD: “A LED was used to provide light for the series circuit. The LED was placed in forward bias...”

Do not use contractions:

GOOD: “Do not use contractions, it is not proper technical writing.”

BAD: “Don’t use contractions, it isn’t proper technical writing.”

Use consistent past tense:

GOOD: “25 mL of hexane was transferred to a volumetric flask and the standard was analyzed by 
GC-MS,”

BAD: “25 mL of hexane is transferred to a volumetric flask and the run the standard on GC-MS.”



General

• In charts, all axes need units (!) 

• With the exception of Figure/Table labels, numbers <10 should be 
written out. “Table” and “Figure” should be capitalized. 

GOOD: “In this experiment, four different light source/transducer 
circuits were constructed. The data for these circuits can be seen in 
Table 2.”

BAD: “In this experiment, 4 different light source/transducer circuits 
were constructed. The data for these circuits can be seen in table 2.” 



Introduction

• Purpose of lab: although all these experiments are really designed to get 
you familiar with chemical instrumentation, I want you to focus more on 
your objective. For example, to construct an RC circuit that acts as a filter 
that only allows a low frequency signal to pass. Or to use NMR to identify 
the structure of an unknown compound. 

• Background: You should include some background on what the instrument 
you are using is best suited to measure and how it works. Although this 
section is brief, you should be able to explain the general idea, for example: 

“Data acquisition boards are used in chemical instrumentation to collect an 
output, usually analog, signal from an instrument and convert it to a digitized 
signal that can then be recorded by computer software.”



Introduction

• The introduction can be brief, but needs to include some description 
of how the instrument you use in the experiment functions and why 
it is an appropriate choice for the experiment you performed



Experimental

• In this description, you’re describing what you did. Your tense should 
reflect this, and be consistent (see 3rd bullet point of “general” slide)
• So, your experimental section should not be in “direction” format 

• It is critical that you explain the specifics of the measurements that 
you made. Do not assume that I know what you did. For example, if 
you are describing the RC circuit, you want to describe that you 
measured the voltage across the capacitor (not the resistor) in the 
circuit. You may want to do this in a picture or in writing (or both). 

• In many cases, it is much more efficient to describe your method of 
making dilutions or method parameters for an instrumental method 
in a table as compared with text



Results+Discussion

Data Tables: 
• Data <1 (or less than the unit being reported) should have a “zero” in front of the 

decimal:
GOOD: 0.987 V
BAD: .987 V

• Do not use abbreviations in headers unless specified, and really unless 
necessary for spacing. Your tables and figures (with captions) should be 
able to stand on their own (the reader shouldn’t need to read the text to 
see what the figures/tables mean)

• Put units in headers of tables, not in each individual cell

• Do  not use jargon or unclear labels in headings-”dark current”, etc. Try as 
be as specific and clear as possible. You can use footnotes to help with this. 



Results+Discussion

• Data Tables should be entirely on page (edges not off of page) and not 
broken between pages. I will mark you down for this in the future. See me 
if you need help correcting this in your reports. 

• It is best to be explicit about how you have calculated the values you are 
reporting, at least for the first instance. For complicated calculations, you 
can refer to an equation in the text and/or appendix. For example, say you 
have measured a voltage of 2.11 V across a 1130 Ohm resistor (R1):

GOOD: “Using Ohm’s Law, the current through R1 was calculated to be 0.187 
milliamps, by dividing the voltage (2.11 V) by the resistance of R1 (1130 Ω). 
Currents for the remaining circuits used in Table X were calculated in a 
similar fashion.”

BAD: “The current through R1 was 0.187 milliamps.”



Results+Discussion

• Do not answer the questions from the lab manual by starting with a “yes” 
or “no”, instead, incorporate your answers into the discussion.

• Do not use adjectives to describe your results:

GOOD: “The value of RC obtained from the calculation of τ as described 
above was within 10% of the true value (based on known values of R and C)”

BAD: ““The value of RC obtained from the calculation of τ as described above 
was pretty close to the true value.”

BAD (Part 2): ““The value of RC obtained from the calculation of τ as 
described above was within acceptable limits.”

→BAD if you haven’t defined what the acceptable limits are…



Results and Discussion

• You need to provide your raw data in the report or in an Appendix. Part of 
what I am grading you on is whether or not you have performed the 
calculations correctly. If I do not have the data, I cannot verify your 
calculations. 

• For labs where you use linear least squares regression to calculate 
concentrations (i.e., LINEST in excel), the lab manual asks you to calculate 
the proper uncertainties-you should use either the propagated standard 
deviation or 95% CI. See Harris 8th edition pages 87-91 for information on 
these calculations. 

• If you are including instrument data (chromatograms, transient plots, etc.), 
remember to label the axes if your figure does not include them already



Summary

• Try to focus on what you were able to figure out or calculate in the 
experiment as opposed to whether or not you became familiar with 
the experimental apparatus. 

• You want to re-state your major data: 

“We determined the identity of our unknown to be ethanol based on 
1H and 13C NMR spectroscopy.” 

and summarize any caveats or additional data:

“However, we were only able to achieve a signal to noise ratio of 1071 
due to a limitation on the number of scans allowed.”


